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lows Given a file F and mformatlon about the queries
(type of queries, frequencms), design an efficient file
structure to handle these queries The file F IS a collectlon of ordered k -tuples (records), each conslstmg of
k keys or attrIbute values AttrIbutes are denoted by
Some common classes of queries are,
AlaAs,
,At
m mcressmg order of complexity
1) Exact match queries The query specifies all the
attrIbute values of the desned record, eg

ABSTRACT

MultIattrIbute hsshmg and its varlatlons have been
proposed for partial match and range queries m the
past The mam Idea IS that each record yields a b&
string 6 (“record agnature”), accordmg to the values
of its attributes The binary value (r), of this string
decides the bucket that the record IS stored In this
paper we propose to use Gray codes mstead of bmary
codes, m order to map record signatures to buckets
In Gray codes, successive codewords differ m the value
of exactly one bit posltlon, thus, successive buckets
hold records with slmllar record signatures The pr@
posed method achieves better clustermg of slmrlar
records and avoids some of the (expensive) random
disk accesses,replacmg them with sequential ones
We develop a mathematical model, derive formulas
glvmg the average performance of both methods and
show that the proposed method achieves 0% - 50%
relative savings over the binary codes We also discuss
how Gray codes could be apphed to some retrieval
methods designed for range queries, such as the grid
file [Nlevergelt84a] and the approach based on the socalled z -ordermg [Orenstem&la]
1.

AI=v1AA2=v2/\
2)

3)

Range queries Ranges for some or all of the
attrlbutes are specified, eg
(tzG42lu2)

4)

A(~aSAaSua)

General Boolean queries, eg

[(AI=vI)V(~~~A&~)]I\(AI=V,)

Access methods for secondary key retrieval have
attracted much Interest The problem IS stated as fol-
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Partial match queries Only some of the attrlbute values are specified, eg

A8=v8A A6=v5
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We focus on partial match queries and discuss range
queries m section 4 Some of the most promment
methods are Inverted files (Cardenas75a1,multldlmenslonal treestructures ( k-d trees [Bentley75a], k-d B
trees [Robmson8la]), grid file [Nlevergelt84a], and
finally, multlattrlbute hashing [Rothme74a], which we
shall focus on m this paper
Accordmg to multlattrlbute hashmg, each record yields
a bit-string 6 of size n (“record signature”), by applymg a hashing function to each attribute value and
combmmg (eg , concatenatmg) the binary representatlons of the hash values (“attrlbute signatures”) The
bmary value (6’), decides the bucket that the record IS
stored Thus, records with the specified combmatlon
of attribute values are not scattered randomly wlthm

and As=SALARY
For each attribute we have a
h=hw
function, hNmE ( ), hAcE( ) am! hsmRY( ),
which maps the correspondmg attrlbute values to bit
strings of a prespecdied length (2, 1 and 1 respectively
m our example) The bit strmg that corresponds to an
attribute value will be called signature
of this attribute value The length of a signature affects proportlonally the performance upon queries on the specific
attribute Consider the followmg hashing functions

the storage space, Instead, they are contamed in a
well-defined set of buckets, resultmg m fewer bucket
(disk) accesses
The advantages of multlattrlbute hashing are
The automatic “clustermg” of slmllar records as
described above, that saves disks accesses
The address of a record IS determined Immedlately from the record Itself, wlthout the need of
consultmg an inverted index or traversmg a tree
structure Mamtenance of an Index under many
insertions and deletion IS a time consummg task,
which IS avoided with multlattrlbute hashing
The method does not require merging of pointer
lists on partial match queries Moreover, the
amount of work to answer such a query
decreases (usually exponentially) with the
number of attribute values specified m the
query, m contrast, for the inverted file method
the work increases (more pointer lists to merge)
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For partial match queries, hashing functions need not
be order preserving Concatenating the signatures of
the attribute values of a record results m a bit string,
which we call record signature.
It IS the record slgnature that decides which bucket to store a record m
In our example, the record
(“Smith”, 40, 22000)
attribute
yields
the
following
signatures
hAcE(40)=” l”,
hNMIE(“Smlth”)=“ll”,
hsALARY
(22COO)=“O” and the record signature IS
“1110” The record WI!! be stored m the 14-th bucket
( (14)10=(1W*), as shown m Figure 1 There, for the
sake of the example, each bucket holds 2 records In
real apphcatlons the bucket capacity would be larger
Overflows are handled with any of the known techniques, eg separate chammg In the rest of the paper,
we assume that the overflow probability IS neghglble
We define as characteristic
signature
of a bucket
the (common) record signature of the records in this
bucket For example, in Figure 1 the characteristic
signature of bucket #14 IS the binary string 1110 In
general, the numeric value of the characterlstlc s~gnature of a bucket IS the offset of this bucket from the
begmnmg of the hash table
Searching for a partial match query IS performed as
follows Consider the query
SALARY=20000 A AGE=50
The quahfymg records (if any) will have signature of
the form 7110, where “7” stands for the “don’t care”
character The buckets that hold such records are
buckets #2, #S, #10 and #14

The improvement we propose m this work IS to store
consecutively buckets with similar hash codes The
similarity IS measured by the number of bit positions
that the hash codes differ (Hamming distance) Usmg
Gray codes [Gray53a], consecutive buckets differ only
m one bit position m their hash codes We derive formulas for the expected savings we can achieve with
this method, and we show that, for any partial match
query, the savmgs range from 0% to 50% The only
overhead of the method IS the computation to
transform Gray codes to binary codes
We also note that the idea of using Gray codes can be
applied mdlstmgulshably to any varlatlon of multlattribute hashing, as well as to other secondary-key
accessmethods, such as the grid file [Nlevergelt&la] or
the approach baaed on the -called
“Z-ordermg”
[Orenstein84a], which are geared towards range
queries
The structure of the paper IS as follows In sectlon 2
we present a brief descrlptlon of multlattrlbute hsshmg, give an example of the proposed idea and provide
some background mformatlon on Gray codes In section 3 we present the performance analysts of the proposed method In section 4 we discuss improvements
and addltlonal apphcatlons of the method In section
5 we list the conclusions and the contrlbutlons of this
work
2. Background:
codes.

x <“E
00 lf
01 If “I?’ 5% <“SC”
10 If “L” Ix <“S”’
11 If “S’ <z

- Gray

The idea of multlattrlbute hashmg IS best dlustrated
with an example Consider a file with employee
records, with three attrlbutes A l=NAME, A ,-AGE
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Figure 1
Illustration of multlattrlbute hashmg
Bucket size = 2 records
Some definitions A query signature
q IS a string of
[Lloyd8Oa], Lloyd and Ramamohanarao [Lloyd82a]
a characters from the set { “O”, “1” “7” } A q-bit
and
Ramamohanarao,
Lloyd
and
Thorn
query IS a query whose signature spe’clfies q brt posl[Ramamohanarao88a]
tlons, therefore, it contams n-q “don’t care” characThe Improvement we are proposmg can be apphed to
ten “7”
any of the above methods and it was motivated by the
The mltlal version of multlattrlbute hashing was profollowmg observation Neighboring buckets may have
posed by Rothme and Lozano [Rothme74a] Improvedrastically different character&c signatures (see Figments and variations were published by Revest
ure l), the extreme being buckets #7 and #8, which
[Rlvest76a], Aho and Ullman [Aho79a], Lloyd
differ m all four bit posltlons The result IS that quah-
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fymg records may be far apart, requlrmg many random accesseson the disk As a remedy, we propose to
use Gray codes [Gray53a] to map characterlstlc signatures t.o bucket addresses By definition, 8ucce88:ue

(See Figure 2, for G (4)) If

G(n)=

codeword8 in Gray code8 d?g,r tn one only brt po#-

t:on Figure 2 shows the codewords of a 4blt Gray
code, along with their order m binary and decimal
The illustrated code belongs to the class of the socalled binary reflected Gray codes which ~111be
examined in more detail A compact representation of
a Gray code IS by its transition
sequence, which 1s
defined ss the ordered list of bit posltlons (numbered
from right to left) that change as we go from one codeword to its successor For example, the transition
sequence of the Gray code of Figure 2 IS (1, 2, 1, 3, 1,
2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1)
decimal

Gray

0
1

oooooooo
0001 0001

2
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6
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0010
0110
0111
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0011
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0101

0101
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0110
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13

1010
1011

1100
1101
1110
1111

8
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14

15

1001
1000

rG (Iso
G
‘J
Gn,2” -1

LSa n -bit, Gray code, then obviously the code

OGs,o
‘X.1
G (n +l)=

1%1
lG,o

binary

IS a n +l-bit Gray code Applying this technique
recunlvely we have the binary
reflected
Gray
codes, with the l-bit code trivially defined as
c 0
G(l)=
1

II
L

J

Informally, m the binary-matrix representation of a
binary reflected Gray code, the lower half of the
matrix IS the mirror image of the upper half, d the
leftmost column IS neglected For the rest of the
paper, unless otherwise stated, the term “Gray code”
will imply “binary reflected Gray code” The notation
(.)a WIII denote the order of the parenthesized binary
string m the binary reflected Gray code For example,
(111O)o = 11 (=(lOll)s), as can be verified from Figure 2 The conversion of a Gray-codeword to its order
IS needed m our application For example, to Insert the
record with signature ” 1110”, we have to calculate the
order (1110)~ , which ~111be the address of the bucket
that the record should be stored m The formulas
presented m [Remgold77a] convert the n -bit Grayg I) to its order m binary
codeword (g,, g.-1
b Ib o) The formulas are
(b, L-1

Figure 2
Illustration of the 4-bit binary reflected Gray code
To illustrate that the Gray codes achieve savings m
random accesses,consider the query signature “??lO”
of the previous example The buckets that qualify m
the Gray code method are buckets #3, #4, #ll and
#12, which require only 2 random accesses,mstead of
the 4 random accesses that the binary method
requires In the next section we examine the performance gems m more detul Here we brlefly discuss
how to generate Gray codes and how to find the order
(or “position”, “offset”, “mdex”) of a given codeword
m the code The forthcoming defimtlons and formulas
are from [Remgold77a]
A n-bit Gray code G (n ) can be represented as a
a* 2” binary matrix, with each row being a codeword

b, =0
be=

6

In, (mod 2) O<J <n

(2 1)
(2 2)

“3=J+l

The conversion of Gray codewords to then order IS the
only overhead that the proposed method requires
Notice that formula (2 2) IS linear on n and that its
computation IS performed with CPU speed Therefore,
the overhead of the method IS small, compared to the
savings m I/O time it can achieve Next we examme
the performance gun m more detail
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3. Performance Analysis.
The measure of performance ~111be the number of
“clusters” C that the quahfymg buckets form m
resolving a query A cluster for a given query IS a set
of consecutive, qualifying buckets For example, the
query signature “??lO” retneves 4 (one-bucket) clusters
when we use binary codes, and 2 clusters when we use
Gray codes (see Figure 3) The number of clusters IS
the number of random accessesrequired to resolve a
query Smce random accessescost more than sequential ones, the number of clusters IS a reasonable performance indicator

decimal

Gray

binary

oooo

0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ters C (= random accesses)should be smaller for the
Gray codes
The setting IS as follows We have a hash table with
2” buckets The users issue partial match queries,
which are translated to query signatures We want the
number of clusters that each query will find under
each method Since the number of dlstmct query slgnatures grows combmatorlally with n , we are
interested m the number of clusters that a query finds
on the average More detailed, we group the queries
according to the number of bits q specified m their
query signature Suppose that all the q-bit query signatures are equlprobable, for a fixed q Then the
problem IS to find the average number of clusters
c~ (n ,q ) and co (n ,q ) that a q -bit query signature
will encounter m the binary and Gray code method
The detals of the derivations are
respectively
presented m Appendices 1 and 2 The results are
n-q+1
C comb (n --I ,q -1)2”-q’+’
1-l
CL7(n JPI=
(3 1)
comb (n ,q )

oool
0011
0010
0110

l
l

0111
0101
0100
1100
1101
1111
1110 0
1010 0
1011
1001
1000

0001
0010 0
0011
0100
0101
0110 l
0111
1000
1001
1010 0

Cc(n’q)=(2f

corn: (n,q))

comb (n ,q )+(2”-l)comb

*

(n -l,q -1)

1

(3 2)

1011
1100
1101

where

1110 0
1111

1s the relative performance gam of the proposed
method and

Figure 3
Illustration of the improved clustering of Gray codes
Query signature “??lO”
Qualifying buckets are marked with a bullet

comb (n ,m )A

nl
m 1(n -m)l

IS the number of n -choose-m combmatlons
Table 3 1 shows the relative savmgs for n =lO and
15 q 510 Tracing manually all the possible query
signatures for n =4 bits, we observed that, for an mdlvldual query, the Gray code method never does worse
than the binary method This IS not a comcldence
However, the proof IS lengthy [Faloutsos85a] and It
will not repeated here The mam result IS

The assumptions we make for the environment are
Each bucket occupies exactly one disk block
1)
(wf34
The buckets of our hash table are physically
2)
stored consecutively
The probablhty of overflow IS neglected Large
3)
bucket size, good hashing functions and no
correlation among attributes should result m
small overflow probabrhty
We shall compare the binary vemus the Gray code
method of assigning characterlstlc signatures to buckets Notice that m both methods, the total number of
disk accesses(= number of buckets examined) IS the
same for the same query, however, the number of clus-

CB(n ,9) 1 CG(n 3) 2

G(nJ)
2

VP

(33)

where p IS a query signature and CB(n ,ij’), CC (n ,a)
are the numben of clusters for this query under bmary
and Gray codes respectively
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query bits
specified q

avg # of clusters
per query (Gray codes)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

avg # of clusters
per query (binary)
102 3

5165
514
38 4875
25 6375
16 0156
9 60625
5 60234
3 20078
18002

10

910444
618583
37 7952
218373
12 1952
6 65833
3 57778
19

1

savings
per cent
49 5112
43 5441
37 7812
32 1674
26 6593
212295
15 8597

1

10 5372
5 25288

0

Table 3 1
Comparison of the expected number of clusters per query,
for q -bit queries 15 q 5 n = 10

Symbol

Definition
size of record signature (bits)
a query signature
number of bit positions specified
m the query signature
a query signature, whose rightmost
bit-position specified IS I
(I -1 trailing “7”‘s)
Expected number of clusters per query
(Gray codes, q -bit queries)
Total number of clusters for all the
q -bit queries (Gray codes)
Number of clusters for a specific
query ij’ (Gray codes)
Expected number of clusters per query
(binary codes, q -bit queries)
Total number of clusters for all
q -bit queries (binary codes)
Number of clusters for a specific
query ij (binary codes)
Table 3 2
Symbol definitions

Eq (3 3) implies that the relative savings of the Gray
code method for any query signature p lie m the mterval (0%, 50%) In [Faloutso&5a] we also show that the
maximum saving (50%) IS achieved by query signatures of the form
qoyt = [Ol?]’

91 or ?’

where exponentlatlon of a symbol implies repetition,
eg , 1rop = “0111” Square brackets imply arbitrary
choice of the enclosed symbols

2 ,y,z 20
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4. Discussion.

Here we examme extendible versions of multlattrlbute
hashing as well as methods for handling range queries
In both cases,we show how Gray codes can be applied
and illustrate (wlthout proof) the performance
improvement
4.1.

Extendibility.

Many extendible primary key hashing methods are
known, mcludmg dynamic hashing [Larson78a], extendible hashing [Fagm79a], linear hashing [Lltwm8Oa],
spiral hashing [Martm79a], linear hashmg with partial
expansions [Larson82a] Two of them, namely extendlble hsshmg, and linear hashing were recently applied
retrieval
[Lloyd82a]
and
partial
match
for
[Ramamohanarao83a], wlthout using Gray codes We
shall only descnbe how extendible hashing can cooperate with Gray codes The reason for our choice IS
that extendible hashmg shares some ideas with the
grid file method, which we discuss later, m the subsection for range queries The modlficatlon for linear
hashing IS left to the reader
First, a brief descrlptlon of the multlattrlbute version
of extendible hashing (see Figures 45)
Consider
Ak Consider
records with k attributes, A 1, Aa,
also n bit record signatures, n 1 of which are derived
nk from Ak In
from attribute A L no from Al,
the example of Figure 4, only d =2 bf these n bits are
used According to extendible hashing, there IS a
directory with 2’ entries, each entry containing a
pointer to the bucket where the corresponding records
are stored
d IS the depth of the directory Bucket
#1 has locsl depth d’ =l, since It contains records
with record signatures agreeing up to the 1-st (leftmost) bit Buckets #2 and #3 have local depth
d I =2 The mam Idea m extendible hashmg IS ~llustrated when msertlon of a new record causes a bucket
with local depth d ’ =d to overflow For example,
sssume that bucket #3 of Figure 4 overflows The following actlons take place
A new bucket (#4) 19obtained
One more bit out of the n b&s of the record agnatures 1s used to determme which of the
records of the overflowing bucket (#3), WIN be
sent to the new bucket (denoted by dotted circlea m Figure 5)
The directory doubles m size, and its entries are
filled as shown m Figure 5
The proposed modlficatlon 1s to use Gray codes, m
order to assign record signatures to directory entries
Figures 6 and 7 dlustrate the situation before and after
the overflow of bucket #3, when Gray codes are used

‘0
‘1

Figure 4
Illustration of extendible hashing

Figure 5
Directory after the split of bucket #3
Dotted circles denote records
that moved after the split
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Notice that buckets are not stored consecutively, smce
they are dynamically allocated However, Gray codes
can still save I/O time for partial match queries, if the
directory size IS large For a directory depth of d =20
bits, the directory has 2P=lM entries and it can not
reside m mam memory Gray codes achieve better
clustering of the directory entries, savmg accessesto
the directory Figure 8 gives an example of this chum
Assuming that 3 directory entries fit in one block, the
query signature “W”” retrieves 4 blocks under Gray
codes, instead of 6 blocks under binary codes

Figure 6
Extendible hashmg using Gray codes
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Figure 8
Illustration of Gray codes applied to the directory
of extendible hashing (3 entnes per block)
The query signature “??l?” retrieves 4 (6) blocks
of the directory under Gray (binary) codes
4.2.

Range

queries

Gray codes might improve the performance of methods
designed for range queries Grid file [Nlevergelt84a] IS
such a method Like the multlattrlbute version of
extendible hashing, it uses a directory to store pointers
to buckets Based on the previous dlscusslon and
example of Figure 8, Gray codes could reduce the
amount of I/O required to accessthe grid directory
A generalized approach to secondary key retrieval,
that may be improved with Gray codes, was suggested
by Orenstem and Merrett [Orenstem&la] The mam
ideas are a) to use order preserving hashing functions
(m their paper they use one-to-one encoding of the
attribute values mto binary numbers) b) to create the

Figure 7
Extendible hashing with Gray codes,
after the split of bucket #3
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record srgnature by interleaving
bits from the attnbute signatures, accordmg to a shuffling
function.
For example, under the shufflmg functron Sr=(2, 1, 2,
l), the record signature wrli be formed (from left to
right) by taking the leftmost bit from the signature of
Ap, then the leftmost bit of A 1, then the second leftmost bit from As and finally the second leftmost from
A r Thus, a record with srgnatures “00” and ’ 11” for
A r and Al respectrveiy, ~111 have the srgnature
shuffle (Sr,” 00” ,” 11” )= “1010” Thus, tupies can
be ordered according to the value of then srgnatures,
called s-value from now on Clearly, the induced ordermg (so called z-ordering
) depends on the shuffling
functron The mam contrrbutron of the above work IS
that, using the z-value of a record ss a primary key,
any prrmary-key file structure rs rmmedmtely
transformed to a secondary-key file structure The
shufflmg helps to assign srmrlar z-values to srmrlar
records, thus resulting m stormg these records m the
same or nerghbormg drsk blocks (pages) Therefore, a
range query will retrreve fewer blocks
An example of z-ordermg Consider a relation with
k =2
attrrbutes
and
domam(A r)=domam(A s)
={0,1,2,3}
Th ere are 16 possible drstmct tuples,
which are deprcted as pomts m the 2-drmensronai
space (cecles m Figures 411) The values of A r and
As are encoded m bmary Figure 9 &.mtrates the a ordering induced by the shufflmg function Se=( 1, 1,
2, 2) The arrows on the traversal path lead to
mcreasmg z-values Se IS the simple concatenatron of
the bmary encodings of A r and As Notrce that the
above ordering clearly favors A r over As record wrth
the same value for A r differ slightly m then z-values,
which IS not true for Al Figure 10 illustrates the aordering for the shufflmg function Sr=(2, 1, 2, 1)
Notice the more symmetric handling of the two attrrbutes
We think that srmrlar records can be brought even
closer, thereby rmprovmg performance, by using Gray
codes to encode the attributes signatures, as well as to
compare the record signatures (z-ordering) Figure 11
rllustrates the z-ordering under Gray codes, wrth
shuffling function Sr= ( 2, 1, 2, 1) Notice that the
values of the attributes along the axes are encoded m
Gray codes The trawl cons&s only of hormontai and
vertrcai segments, avordmg the dragons1 “lumps” of
Figures 9 and 10, we conlecture that dmgonai lumps
are undesirable, because they mdlcate. assignment of
successive z-values to records without common attnbute values

11

10

01

00

00

01

10

11

Al

Figure 9

Iliustratron of a -ordering
Shufflmg functron (1,1,2,2)

A2
11

10

01

00

00

01

10

11

Al

Figure 10
Illustratron of z -ordering
Shuffling function (2, 1, 2, 1)
6. Conclu6ioncr
The mam conciuwon IS that Gray codes can be used m
any varlatron of multiattribute hsshmg, to save random drsk accesses The penalty rs a small cornput&
tronal overhead, namely the computation of the order
of the given codeword m the Gray code Moreover,
Gray codes can be used m drstancapreservmg mappings, to map a ) -drmensronal space to an onedrmensron space Such mappings can be used to
design the physrcai layout of a file wrth k attrrbutes
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Appendix
codes.

A2
4

I

0010

3011

0111

0110

1. Number

of clusters

for the binary

Here we calculate the average number of clusters
?& (n ,q ), ?&(a ,q ), for a q-bit query signature,
under binary and Gray codes respectively
Consider a q -brt query and let t be the posltlon of the
least significant (=nghtmost)
bit of the q bits
specified (15 I 5 n ) Let q, be the query signature
and let CB(n ,j’, ) be the number of clusten that g,
retrieves Then, we have

I

01

c, (n ,&)=2”-P-‘+l

(Al 1)
Our goal IS to calculate the total CB,lot(n , q ) of all the
clusten for all the possible q -bit quenes This IS

00

00

01

11

10

G?,tot(n

AI

r-9+1
c
comb (n-4
I==1

,Q )=2’

,q -WB(~

3)

or

Figure 11
Illustration of z -ordermg with Gray codes
Shufflmg function (2, 1, 2, 1)

cLf,tot (n ,cJ )=29 *
n-*+1
C comb (n-8 ,q -1)2*-9-‘+l
1=1

(k -dlmenslonal space) on a I-dlmenslonal storage
medium (disk) Distance-preserving mappings are useful for range queries The contrlbutlons of this work
are
Proposal of using Gray codes m multlattrlbute
1)
hashing and related methods
Derivation of formulas for the average perfor2)
mance (= number of clusters) of both binary
and Gray codes

(Al

2)

The term comb (n -I ,q -1) IS the number of ways of
choosing the remaining q -1 bits m the query among
the n-1 b&s since I IS the rightmost bit specified m
the query The term 2’ 1s the number of different
query signatures, for each set of q out of n bit posltlons specified m a query Smce the total number of
q -bit query signatures IS
Q

Computation of the savings that Gray codes can
achieve (0% - 50% relative savings, for any
query signature)
Future research can deal with
The design of “symmetric” Gray codes Binary
reflected Gray codes favor queries that specify
bits on the leftmost posltlons of the record slgnature The reason IS that the smaller the
number, the more often it appears m the transitlon sequence of the binary reflected Gray codes
This variance m performance may be undewrable Gilbert [Gllbert58a] provides a hst of all
the possible Gray codes, for sizes n 14 Some
of them are “symmetric”, m the sense that all
numbers appear equally often m the transition
sequence Systematic production of “symmetric” Gray codes for n >4 IS an mterestmg
problem
More detalled study of the apphcatton of Gray
codes m the grid file method and m the zordering approach

3)

(n ,q I=59 comb (n ,q )

(Al

3)

and the query signatures are assumed equlprobable,
then the average number of clusten I?* (a ,q ) for q bit queries 1s
1
y-’
comb (n ,q )

G(n,q)=

#

a-q+1

c

comb (VI-I , q -1)2’+’

1=1

Appendix

2. Number

of clustera

for Gray

codes.

For the case of Gray codes, we base the calculations
on the property that successive codewords differ m one
and only one bit position Since this IS the definition
for the Gray codes m general (and not only for the
bmary reflected ones), the forthcom:ng results apply to
all the Gray codes
An n-bit Gray code obviously consists of 2” codewords Moving from the J -th codeword to the J +lth, a change m one bit position happens In total,
there are 2” -1 such changes If these changes didn’t
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occur, then the Gray code would be a 2” X R bit
array, full of zeros, contammg comb (n , q ) q -bit clusters
A q-bit cluster IS a set of consecutive codewords,
which agree on the values of q specdic bit posItions
Each change between successive codewords creates
comb (n -1,q -1) new q-bit clusters Smce the total
number of changes IS 2” -1, the total number of q -bit
clusters is
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CG,J~J
(JJ,q )=comb (n ,q ) +
(2” -1)comb (n -1,q -1)

w

1)

and the expected number of clusters per q -bit query 1s
cc (n ,Q )=

1
#
29 comb (n ,q )

comb (n ,q ) + (2” -1) comb (n -1,q -1) ] (A2 2)

The expected relative performance gain Gorn (n ,q ) 1s
defined ss
Gatn(n ,q )&-

G? (n ,Q )
CB(fJlfz)

or
Gum (n ,q)=l-

Neglecting the term 2~” m the denominator and keepmg only the first two terms m the nominator, we have
(A2 3)
The above approximation overestimated the gain by
less than 2% for the casesof Table 3 1
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